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Abstract
Two-dimensional T1-T2 1H NMR relaxation correlation spec-
tra and T2-T2 relaxation exchange spectra for samples of
spruce wood across the full moisture content range from
0% to )100% are presented. The T1-T2 spectra unambigu-
ously identify water in different environments within the
wood that overlap in the corresponding and more traditional
one-dimensional T1 or T2 experiment. The T2-T2 spectra
unambiguously reveal the presence of water exchange
between the lumen and cell wall above the fibre saturation
point in sapwood. An estimate is made of the exchange rate:
1/30 to 1/3 ms-1.
Keywords: exchange; nuclear magnetic resonance; relaxa-
tion; spruce; water.
Introduction
Wood is a complex biological material with non-uniform
physical, chemical and morphological characteristics (Sal-
me´n and Burgert 2008). It is an important material in a wide
range of industries that include building and construction,
paper production, and increasingly cultivation of biomass for
energy generation. The in-use properties of wood depend
both on its microstructure and water content. In the green
state, wood has a high water content which can be charac-
terized by 1H NMR. Parameters typically measured include
the 1H nuclear spin-relaxation times of water-hydrogen com-
ponents in the sample: the transverse relaxation time T2 and
the longitudinal relaxation time T1. These parameters depend
on the local environment of the water proton and are a reflec-
tion of its mobility.
Numerous studies of one-dimensional (1D) relaxation time
distributions in wood (Nanassy 1973, 1974; Riggin et al.
1979; Byrne et al. 1986; Araujo et al. 1992; Hartley et al.
1994; Fantazzini et al. 2006; Labbe et al. 2006; Ahmeida
et al. 2007; Thygesen and Elder 2008) revealed multi-modal
distribution of relaxation times representing water in differ-
ent structural environments. These typically include a slowly
relaxing component (;100 ms) characteristic of the lumen
water within cells that is seen only above fibre saturation
point (FSP) and one or more intermediate relaxing compo-
nents (;1–10 ms) assigned to water in cell walls. This com-
ponent can be divided into water adsorbed on internal
surfaces, water in clusters and to hydrogen bonds in plasti-
cised wood polymer. Finally, given a sufficiently high spec-
trometer specification, a very fast relaxing T2 component
(;10 ms), characteristic of hydrogen in solid wood is
observed. In spruce, as investigated in this study, tracheids
are the dominant cell structures and make up over 95% of
the wood cells. They are between 1 and 4 mm long and 10
and 60 mm wide in Sitka spruce wPicea sitchensis (Bong.)
Carr.x (Mitchell and Denne 1997; Macdonald and Hubert
2002) and Norway spruce wPicea abies (L.) Karst.x (Havimo
et al. 2008).
In conventional 1D relaxation analyses, exchange can be
inferred from an observed ‘‘averaging’’ of relaxation rates
(Zimmerman and Brittin 1957), and hence a subset of these
studies has examined the possibility of exchange of water
between the different components. Nanassy (1974) conclud-
ed that a substantial fraction of ‘‘wood’’ hydrogen (presum-
ably hydroxyls in non-crystalline structures) can exchange
with ‘‘water’’ hydrogen. Riggin et al. (1979) inferred an
exchange rate for hydrogen between the solid wood and cell
wall adsorption sites of 0.35 ms-1 and between the cell wall
and free water of 0.09 ms-1 by carefully measuring the ratio
of signal component amplitudes assigned to different reser-
voirs and their respectively changing relaxation times as a
function of moisture content (MC), although with some cave-
ats related to the interdependence of data fitting parameters.
Hartley et al. (1994) similarly calculated an exchange time
between water and wood of 0.1 ms-1, but importantly noted
that the interpretation was not unambiguous and that alter-
nate interpretations of the data involving the plasticisation
of the wood polymer were possible. Fantazzini et al. (2006)
carried out a comprehensive study of eight wood types and
inferred exchange in six of these woods with comparable
exchange rates to those quoted above.
Two-dimensional (2D) relaxation experiments offer an
enhancement to basic 1D experiments (Peemoeller et al.
1981; Song et al. 2002). The basis of a 2D experiment is
that the relaxation time is measured twice in quick succes-
sion. In the T1-T2 correlation experiment, first the T1 relax-
ation is encoded for a period t1 and then the T2 relaxation
for a period t2. This yields a dataset s(t1,t2). The 2D inver-
sion produces S(T1, T2), the correlation map of T1 against T2.
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Distinct reservoirs of 1H (i.e., water) are revealed as islands
in this map. The T2-T2 exchange experiment is similar except
that T2 is measured in both intervals and a short period
(exchange interval) is left between the separate encodings
during which the signal is stored. Most reservoirs are now
revealed as diagonal features on the 2D map. The T2 meas-
ured in the first interval is the same as that measured in the
second. There is no additional information compared with
the 1D experiment. However, this is not true for any 1H that
changes environment during the storage interval. This envi-
ronment exchanging 1H is detected as an off-diagonal peak.
The advantages of 2D experiments are clear. First, over-
lapping peaks in a 1D (either T1 or T2) relaxation time dis-
tribution – arising from water in different components but
with similar relaxation times – can be well resolved in the
2D T1-T2 correlation. This can remove ambiguities and hence
significantly assist in the assignment of features. Second,
exchange can be unambiguously identified in the T2-T2
exchange experiment. Moreover, by making measurements
as a function of exchange time, exchange rates can be
inferred in a single sample without recourse to measurements
at, for instance, multiple MCs or without recourse to a priori
knowledge of relaxation times in the absence of exchange.
Although the opportunity for these experiments has been
realised for many years, their interpretation relies on a 2D
Laplace inversion and it is only in recent years that a suffi-
ciently reliable and robust algorithm has been developed for
routine use (Venkataramanan et al. 2002).
Several authors are now applying T1-T2 and T2-T2 exper-
iments to characterise a range of condensed matter including
rocks (Song et al. 2002; Washburn and Callaghan 2006) and
ceramics (Casieri et al. 2009), and in food (Marigheto et al.
2008) and myocardial tissue (Seland et al. 2007). Recent
advances have been reviewed by Callaghan et al. (2007). We
have previously used T1-T2 and T2-T2 experiments for a
detailed analysis of pore-water dynamics within the micro-
structure of cement pastes (McDonald et al. 2005; Monteilhet
et al. 2006) revealing exchange between nano- and meso-
scale porosities. Within the context of this study, we also
performed a detailed analysis of the 2D spectrum across a
broad range of relaxation and exchange regimes.
The authors are aware of only three previous attempts to
measure 2D relaxation spectra in wood. Prior to the availa-
bility of the robust Laplace inversion algorithm by Venka-
taramanan et al. (2002), Xu et al. (1996) measured T1-T2
correlations in red cedar wood. Clear spectral features are
observed but the data are of very low signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio, and although exchange is discussed no exchange peaks
are observed. More recently, Mikac et al. (2007) and Van As
et al. (2008) presented preliminary 2D relaxation spectra
recorded from wood samples with the latter reporting fea-
tures in the T1-T2 spectra tentatively assigned to exchange
but without quantitative analysis.
The purpose of this study is two-fold. First, we attempt
to separate into different compartments water which in 1D
T1 or T2 measurements is manifest with a single relaxation
time. The experiments should be performed quantitatively
across the full MC range from dry to green wood. Thereby,
a better discrimination of water is sought than has hitherto
been possible. This is achieved primarily by measurement of
T1-T2 relaxation correlation spectra. The second objective is
to observe exchange of water between these different com-
partments and to directly measure the exchange rates. Aim-
ing at this, T2-T2 relaxation exchange spectra are measured.
Methods
The instrument employed for 1H NMR measurements at room tem-
perature was a Maran benchtop NMR spectrometer (Oxford Instru-
ments, Oxon, UK) operating at 20 MHz. The T1-T2 correlation and
T2-T2 exchange experimental pulse sequences are
i 0 j jq1w xP -a t -P -b t -(P -b t -echo-b t -) -t180 1 90 2 180 2 2 m RD n
and
0 i iq1wP -b t -(P -b t -echo-b t -) -P -t -90 2 180 2 2 imax 90 ex
0 j jq1
-P -b t -(P -b t -echo-b t -) -t x ,
-90 2 180 2 2 m RD n
respectively, as previously reported (McDonald et al. 2005; Mon-
teilhet et al. 2006). Here P90 is, for instance, a 908 excitation pulse,
t a short delay and ai and bi/j are factors by which the delays are
logarithmically increased. In the second T2 dimension, a total of
ms64 (js0«63) echoes were recorded spanning a T2 encoding
time range from 30 ms to 1.02 s. In the first dimension of the T1-
T2 experiment, the T1 delays were likewise increased logarithmically
in ns128 (is0«127) steps from 0.1 ms to 1.0 s. In the first dimen-
sion of the T2-T2 experiment, the encoding period spans from 60 ms
to 1.1 s in ns128 (is0«imax-1; imaxs0«n-1) logarithmically
spaced steps. In T2-T2 experiments, the exchange period, tex varied
from 0.5 to 50 ms. The repetition delay was typically 2.5 s, and
typically 128, but up to 1024, averages were acquired dependent on
the observed S/N ratio.
The 2D datasets were inverted by software running the algorithm
developed by Venkataramanan et al. (2002). This algorithm has
proved sufficiently stable and reliable to yield informative and
meaningful datasets. However, there is a tendency for continuous
relaxation time distributions to pearl, i.e., to split into a clear multi-
modal distribution, and for small peaks to be suppressed and/or drift
towards larger peaks. In every case, we have added white noise of
intensity comparable with the actual noise of datasets and repeatedly
reanalysed to obtain an estimate of the errors in, and stability of,
the analyses.
Exchange peaks can be expected in both T1-T2 and T2-T2 exper-
iments. It has been shown elsewhere (McDonald et al. 2005) that,
even if exchange is ongoing, for the exchange peaks to have non-
zero intensity, the requirement T1/T2 must be met. This shifts the
principal spectrum in T1-T2 experiments off-diagonal. Moreover, in
T1-T2 experiments the exchange peak above the ‘‘diagonal’’ is neg-
atively correlated. The inverse Laplace algorithm makes the implicit
assumption (not easily rectified) of positive correlations (peaks).
Hence, T1-T2 spectra with significant exchange peaks appear dis-
torted as the algorithm attempts to fit the data. For this reason, the
T2-T2 experiment is preferred for the analysis of exchange because
all peaks are positive. It is also preferred because the ambiguity
in differentiating exchange peaks from those arising from entities
with widely differing T1 and T2 is removed because all peaks in the
T2-T2 experiment are diagonal except exchange peaks.
Wood samples were taken from disks of felled mature spruce
trunks that had been kept frozen at -208C post-felling and prior to
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use. Typically, a sample of a few cubic centimetres was cut from
the disc from an area of relatively homogeneous structure, free from
resin canals or reaction wood. Samples were taken from both the
heartwood and sapwood areas, avoiding the transition zone between
the two. For the T1-T2 experiments, the wood section was cut into
small sticks around the width of a matchstick and 1 cm in length.
The sticks were variously measured at this green MC, allowed to
dry to specific hydrations prior to measurement or (in the case of
heartwood) hydrated to higher MC as described below. Drying was
accomplished in two ways. For lower MC, samples were left in
controlled humidity environments created above standard salt solu-
tions. At higher MC, sapwood samples were air dried in the ambient
environment until they reached the weight corresponding to the
desired MC. Fresh heartwood samples with MC circa 30% were
first dried using salt solutions to low MC and analysed for T1-T2
along the way. After the low MC measurements, samples were rehy-
drated to high MC (circa 130%) by boiling in distilled water until
they sank. They were then redried to the higher MC values and
measured. Prior to measurement, all samples were tightly wrapped
in PTFE and placed in the bottom of a sealed test tube with excess
space occupied by a glass stirring rod. All samples were allowed to
equilibrate to remove MC spatial gradients prior to measurements.
For the T2-T2 measurements, cylindrical shaped samples were
allowed to air dry to the desired MC and then coated with a thin
layer of epoxy resin to preserve the MC during the extended meas-
urement period. All samples were weighed (mass mw) prior to meas-
urement. After NMR analysis, samples were reweighed and oven
dried at 1048C until no further mass loss was apparent (typically
24–48 h) to determine the dry mass (md) and hence the MC, defined
as (mw-md)/md=100%. In the case of samples that were epoxy coat-
ed, the weight both prior to and after the addition of the epoxy was
noted. Before drying, the epoxy was relatively easily peeled off,
again with the weight recorded before and after. In this way, the
mass of epoxy was accounted for properly. Taking into account both
mass measurement error and loss of mass during long experiments,
the error in the quoted MC is calculated to range from "3.5% at
the highest MC to less than 2% at the lowest.
T1-T2 and T2-T2 spectra are presented as contour plots with a
common contour interval in each dataset. Peak intensities were cal-
culated by defining common (across a dataset) regularly shaped
regions around the peaks and integrating all intensities within the
region. This overcame the apparent tendency of the inversion algo-
rithm to sharpen more intense peaks and to broaden others. With
irregularly shaped peaks, the T1 and T2 values were estimated by
picking off values with a computer cursor based on an ‘‘eyeball’’
judgement of the peak centre (median value).
Theory
Monteilhet et al. (2006) previously presented a detailed analysis of
the expected peak intensities in 2D relaxation experiments for a
simple system of two coupled reservoirs a and b. More recently,
Choudhury and Schonhoff (2007) excellently summarised the gene-
ralised NMR exchange equations for both relaxation and diffusion.
The resultant expressions are complex functions of the nuclear
relaxation and exchange rates and of the reservoir volumes. In par-
ticular, the exchange peak intensities, pq/-, vary with the exchange
period, t (i.e., tex) according to
q/- q - qp 'P exp(s t)(1-exp((s -s )t)) (1)0
where P0 is a constant dependent on the reservoir volumes, the spin-
spin relaxation rates and the exchange rates and
R qk qR qka a b bq/-s s-
2
1 2" y(R qk qR qk ) -4w(R qk )(R qk )-k k x. (2)a a b b a a b b a b2
Here, Ra and Rb are the spin lattice relaxation rates of water in
the two reservoirs, respectively, and ka and kb are the inter-reservoir
proton (water) exchange rates.
Extending our previous analysis, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be simpli-
fied under three possible regimes: (1) fast exchange, (2) slow
exchange, and (3) intermediate exchange rate. In each case, the
assumption is made of exchange between proton (water) reservoirs
of equal volume in which case kaskb'k. Without loss of generality,
we assume Rb))Ra.
In the slow exchange limit, Rb))Ra))k, so that Eq. (2) reduce
to sqf-Ra and s-f-Rb. Consequently, the exchange peak intensities
in the T2-T2 exchange spectra vary with storage time, t, as
q/-p fP exp(-R t) 1-exp(-DRt) (3)Ž .0 a
where DRsRb-Ra. This regime is thus largely insensitive to the
value of k, except that it is small.
A similar analysis of the fast exchange limit, k))Rb))Ra yields
and s-f-2k so thatq ¯s f-(R qR )/2'-Ra b
q/-
¯p fP exp(-Rt) 1-exp(-2kt) . (4)Ž .0
The intermediate regime is characterised by Rb))k))Ra. Under
these conditions, simplification of the equations leads to
R kbq -s f- and sf-(R q2k)b(R q2k)b
and hence
2B EB B EER k (R q2k) -R kb b bq/- C FC C FFp fP exp - t 1-exp - t . (5)0
D GD D GGR q2k R q2kb b
This final result can be readily inverted for Rb and k from the
two rate constants, sq and s--sq, derived from data fitting:
2"yu u -8v 2v
R s and ksb 22 "yu u -8v
where us(xqy)/xy and vs(xqy)/x2y with xs-1/sqand ys-1/
(s--sq). A real solution to first order of this approximation requires
that Rb)2k.
Results
Figure 1a shows a series of three exemplars of T1-T2 corre-
lation spectra recorded as a function of MC from spruce
sapwood together with a schematic to identify the different
spectrum peaks. The S/N ratio of the raw (pre-inversion)
dataset varies from 780 (at 94% MC) to 300 (15% MC). The
characteristic features in fresh wood are a major peak high
on, but just below, the diagonal T1sT2. This peak, labelled
A, is by far the most intense at high MC. It decreases in
intensity as the water content in the sample is reduced. There
is a smaller peak lower down (and still just below the diag-
onal) labelled C. It is accompanied by an intermediate peak,
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Figure 1 (a) A series of T1-T2 correlation spectra recorded from spruce sapwood at 94%, 44% and 15% moisture content from left to
right. The spectra are shown on directly comparable intensity grey/contour scales. The inner box spans the region defined by the minimum
and maximum sampled echo and relaxation delay times. A schematic identifying the primary spectral features discussed in the text is shown
on the right. (b) As for (a) but for spruce heartwood at 101%, 45% and 14% moisture content. (c) As for (a) but for T2-T2 exchange from
a spruce sapwood sample at 45% moisture content and with exchange delays of 0.7, 3 and 12 ms from left to right.
B to its right that has similar T2 but longer T1. Finally, there
is a further peak below B, labelled D that has much shorter
T2 than all the rest, but similar T1 to B. The resolution of
peaks B and C and B and D is an advantage of the 2D
experiment. In previous 1D T2 measurements, B and C over-
lapped, whereas in T1 measurements the overlapping of B
and D severely complicated any assignments. All other peaks
are generally small, variable in appearance and are attributed
to artefact arising from the inversion, as is the fact that more
intense peaks often appear narrower than expected.
Figure 2a brings together the results of many T1-T2 exper-
iments for spruce sapwood by showing how the intensity of
peaks A, B and C varies as a function of MC. All intensities
have been normalised to the dry mass of the sample but are
otherwise in arbitrary units. Likewise, Figure 2b shows the
variation of the relaxation time T2 as determined from the
estimated centre of the peaks. Figures 1b and 2c illustrate
findings in the same manner as in Figures 1a and 2a but for
spruce heartwood. The specific differences between sapwood
and heartwood will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 1c shows an example of T2-T2 exchange spectra
obtained with exchange periods of 0.7, 3 and 12 ms, recorded
from spruce sapwood with a MC of 45%. There are two clear
spectral features that lie primarily on the diagonal and that
exhibit T2 values that suggest a correspondence to first peak
A and second peaks B or C. Hence, they are labelled a and
bg, respectively. There are two small features that lie sym-
metrically above and below the diagonal. These cannot cor-
respond with the previously observed peaks. They are
attributed to exchange between a and bg and thus labelled
´ag and ´ga. The intensity in the lower left of the plot,
labelled d, probably corresponds to peak D in the T1-T2 spec-
tra (with a small contamination from the epoxy resin).
Figure 3a shows the combined integrated intensity of the
off-diagonal peaks, ´ag and ´ga, in the T2-T2 spectrum as
a function of exchange time. The error bars are estimated
by adding white noise, comparable with that observed, to the
data prior to Laplace inversion and repeating the inversion
process. Here, the data are fitted twice according to Eq. (1).
One fit assumes a baseline offset (see next section). In Figure
3b, the intensity of peak bg is plotted as a function of storage
delay again with a fit to the data (see next section).
Measurements made of the T2-T2 exchange spectra in
heartwood appeared to show significant differences to those
obtained in sapwood. However, the heartwood results are
difficult to interpret because of poor S/N ratios and thus fur-
ther work is required to substantiate and understand the
observed differences.
Analysis and discussion
T1-T2 correlation spectra and feature assignment
The open circles in Figure 2a (sapwood) elucidate the total
NMR intensity measured in the spectra correlates well with
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Figure 2 (a) The integrated intensity of peaks A (filled circles),
B (filled squares) and C (filled diamonds) for spruce sapwood as a
function of moisture content. The open circles are the sum of the
three, showing linear behaviour; the open diamonds, the sum of B
and C which is only linear up to the FSP and thereafter constant.
(b) The central T2 relaxation time for the spruce sapwood in (a) for
peaks A (circles), B (squares) and C (diamonds) as a function of
moisture content. (c) The integrated intensity of peaks A (filled cir-
cles), B (filled squares) and C (filled diamonds) for spruce heart-
wood as a function of moisture content. The sum of the three is
denoted by open circles.
the gravimetric MC except at the very lowest MC region
(where baseline noise is high, see next section). Accordingly,
the overwhelming majority of the signal is associated with
evaporable water. Moreover, the open diamonds show that
as MC is increased below FSP, magnetisation intensity grows
in peaks B and C, whereas above FSP it grows in peak A.
There is strong evidence that peak A arises from water in
lumen. Lumen water is the first to be removed upon drying
and is only present above FSP. The peak position close to
the line T1sT2 is characteristic of water in moderately large
reservoirs and the relaxation times of the order of 100–
200 ms correspond well to the long component detected by
1D measurements and generally assigned by others to lumen
water. Moreover, the reduction in the relaxation time as the
MC decreases (Figure 2b, circles) has also been observed in
1D measurements (Riggin et al. 1979; Araujo et al. 1992;
Hartley et al. 1992). These authors have variously attributed
the decrease to the changing size of the water reservoirs in
the wood or, perhaps less likely, to the effects of averaging
as a result of exchange. However, no entirely consis-
tent picture has yet emerged in the literature. The dependence
of the peak A intensity on MC (Figure 2a, filled circles) is
also consistent with lumen water. The amplitude decreases
linearly with MC down to practically zero at the FSP, entirely
consistent with the loss of evaporable water. In other studies,
it has been thought that lumen water exhibits a range of T2
values spanning tens to hundreds of milliseconds, represent-
ing a range of tracheid diameters (Araujo et al. 1992). Thus,
it might have been expected that peak A would show greater
breadth. In some 2D measurements two closely positioned
peaks were observed. It is possible that ‘‘pearling’’, the arte-
fact by which a continuous distribution of relaxation times
appears as a series of discrete features in the Laplace inver-
sion forces a uni- or (less frequently) bi-modal distribution.
Peak D is situated well below the diagonal almost outside
the interrogated range of relaxation times with a relatively
short T2 and long T1. A significant, but not quantified, frac-
tion of this peak persists in experiments carried out on sam-
ples after D2O exchange. These features are characteristic
of immobile, solid-like or bound 1H, for instance, 1H bound
to the wood polymer. Thus, peak D is entirely consistent
with the short T2 component seen in other studies. However,
the first echo time cannot be made sufficiently short to fully
interrogate this peak and it is therefore probable that in these
experiments only the ‘‘tip of the iceberg’’ is seen, i.e., that
fraction of the short T2 component distribution with the (rel-
atively) longest T2 values of several tens of microseconds.
It is evident that peak B is almost certainly not an
exchange peak linking C with D. If it were, then it should
appear strongly in the T2-T2 experiments but, in sapwood, it
does not. We therefore attribute both B and C to water and
other hydrogen in cell walls. Certainly, the T2 value of the
order of a few milliseconds is comparable with that revealed
by Riggin et al. (1979), amongst others, in 1D experiments
and attributed to cell wall water. Hartley et al. (1994), in
particular, commented on the possibility of multiple com-
ponents within this single 1D reservoir. Now, multiple com-
ponents are resolved in the present experiments. As shown
in Figure 2a, both peaks increase in intensity below FSP
with peak C building first. Above FSP, peak B continues to
increase slightly while peak C decreases. However, their
combined intensity remains constant: no additional water
accrues in this reservoir. Peak C is closer to the diagonal
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Figure 3 (a) The combined integrated intensity of peaks ´ag and
´ga in the T2-T2 exchange spectra for spruce sapwood at 45% mois-
ture content as a function of storage delay. The solid line is a best
fit to the data according to Eq. (1) with a baseline offset assumed.
The dashed line is the fit without a baseline offset. Fit parameters
are given in the text. (b) As for (a) but for peak bg. The solid line
is a two-component exponential decay least squares fit to the data.
Fit parameters are given in the text.
with comparable but not equal T1 and T2, whereas peak B
has a T1 substantially longer than T2. Often one might assign
a relaxation component with intermediate and comparable
T1 and T2 to free but confined water such as in small clusters
or voids and one with shorter T2 and longer T1 to more rigid
or adsorbed water. However, here peak C builds first as
might be expected of water absorbed to wood polymer,
whereas peak B builds later as might be expected of free
water clusters. Also consistent with this alternate scenario is
the suggestion that, with the increasing development of water
clusters, opportunity for direct hydrogen bonding within the
wood polymer might increase. Hence, the number of acces-
sible sites for water adsorption might decrease with a con-
sequent decrease in the intensity of peak C at higher MC
as observed1.
The T1-T2 spectra recorded from heartwood are at first
sight very similar to those from sapwood. Peak B grows lin-
early below FSP and thereafter remains constant, whereas
Peak A grows linearly above FSP (Figure 2c). However,
We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this alternate1
interpretation.
peak C retains a low value across the entire MC range. It
is not clear why this might be. One interpretation could be
that heartwood will have been naturally dried throughout
its history and there are now believed to be significant dif-
ferences in pore size distributions between never dried and
previously dried wood (Park et al. 2006; M. Jarvis 2009,
University of Glasgow, personal communication). Moreover,
heartwood contains more extractives (Willfo¨r et al. 2003;
Bertaud and Holmbom 2004; Xu et al. 2009) which can
modify the ability of the cell wall to absorb water.
T2-T2 exchange spectra: sapwood
The S/N ratio of the exchange peak intensity as a function
of storage delay in the case of sapwood is not as good as
one might wish. However, it is readily difficult to improve
the situation because the experiments are already long and
the wood is prone to drying throughout the course of the
measurement series even with the precautions taken against
this. The data show a clear trend by which the exchange peak
intensity first grows and then decays away to zero as the
storage time is increased. This trend enables bounds to be
placed on the exchange rate.
In identifying these bounds, one should first note that peak
bg in Figure 1c comprises water from the reservoirs B and
C, as suggested by the T1-T2 correlation in Figure 1a. Figure
3b shows the intensity, I, of peak bg in the T2-T2 exchange
plot together with a two component exponential decay fit:
. A single component does not fitI(t )s 8 I exp(-t /T )ex i ex 1i
is1,2
the data well. The two fit components have intensities, I, of
52 and 29 with relaxation times, T1, of 23 and 4.8 ms, respec-
tively. The decay arises from spin-lattice relaxation in the
exchange period and thus, to a good approximation, these
times equate to the T1 relaxation times of peaks B and C
in Figure 1a. Likewise, their intensity ratio, 1.8, is compar-
able with the intensity ratio at similar MC of peaks B and
C, 1.5, notwithstanding that this is a different sample. It is
probable that only one of these reservoirs contributes to the
exchange process, most probably the peak characteristic of
mobile water. The exchange time dependent relative contri-
bution of two components to the intensity of peak bg makes
it difficult to place great reliance on it in further analyses.
Second, it is noted that the intensity of peak a decreases
throughout the experimental series (which lasted a few days)
as a consequence of sample drying independent of changes
in measurement exchange time. Quite deliberately, experi-
ments as a function of exchange time were performed in
pseudo-random order. This accounts for some of the apparent
data scatter in Figure 3a, but not as much as might be sug-
gested from the changing intensity of peak a. As a conse-
quence, it is possible that some of the water gives rise to
peak a, perhaps that which is lost first on drying. This water
is not as strongly involved in the exchange process as other
water. Accordingly, the intensity of peak a is difficult to use
for further analysis of the exchange process.
An attempt was made to analyse the data in Figure 3a
for information on the exchange rate. The Laplace inversion
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implicitly assumes positive intensities in the exchange spec-
tra. Therefore, baseline noise is positive everywhere. When
small peak intensities are integrated across a region, this
leads to an offset with small statistical variation as the noise
is thereby averaged. Hence, there is good justification for
assuming a baseline offset in Figure 3a and an explanation
for the fact that the data point error bars are small compared
with the offset. Washburn and Callaghan (2006) also im-
plicitly assumed an offset. With the offset allowed, the least
squares best fit to the data, shown by the solid line in Figure
3a, yields sqs-1/(4.5"0.3) ms-1 with a reasonable degree
of certainty. Approximately, sq is the decay constant at long
exchange times. The fit is much less sensitive to (s--sq),
the rise time at short exchange times. Data fitting shows that
the intensity factor, P0, and (s--sq) are strongly correlated.
One increases as the other decreases so that the initial rise
time in Figure 3a is ill-defined. Our best estimate yields are
(s--sq)s-1/(200"100) ms-1. The best fit baseline offset is
0.43"0.01.
The data fitting values of (s--sq) and sq have been used
to evaluate the relaxation and exchange rates in each of the
slow, intermediate and fast exchange limits by Eq. (1) and
with Eqs. (3), (5) and (4), respectively. The resultant para-
meters are then compared with alternate estimates and tested
for self-consistency. It was not possible to find a self-con-
sistent set of parameters in the slow exchange limit based
on Eq. (3).
If the fast exchange limit applies, then Eq. (4) applies so
that, from the fit, . If the exchange-1¯ "Rs1/(4.5 0.3) ms
is assumed to be between peaks A and C in Figure 1a, then
the independent experimental estimate is ¯Rs0.5=(1/192q
. Alternatively, if the exchange is assumed-11/6.7)f1/13 ms
to be between peaks A and B in Figure 1a, then the inde-
pendent experimental estimate is ¯Rs0.5=(1/192q1/47)f
. The former is more consistent with the T2-T2 fit--11/75 ms
ting, Eq. (4), but neither is totally ruled out. The data fitt-
ing is much less sensitive to k without a tight bound being
placed on (s--sq). All reasonable unconstrained fits of the
data, or of the data with possible outliers excluded, yield
N(s--sq)N-1/15 ms-1. As a consequence, from Eq. (4), a max-
imum exchange rate of the order of ks1/30 ms-1 can be
reasonably estimated. For exchange between peaks A and C,
this is a little less than Rb in contravention of the basic
requirement for fast exchange. However, for exchange
between peaks A and B it is greater than Rb in accordance
with the basic requirement for fast exchange. It can be con-
cluded with caution that the system is just, if at all, in the
fast exchange regime.
The alternate option is the intermediate regime. Real val-
ues for Rb and k are not obtained for any of the fit parameter
sets that include the baseline offset owing to the simplifi-
cations made. However, they can be obtained for a fit with-
out the offset, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 3a, albeit
that this fit is of significantly poorer quality. For this fit,
sqs1/20 and s--sqs1/1.5 ms-1 so that Rbs1/1.6 ms-1 and
ks1/19.3 ms-1. Because Ras1/192 ms-1, this is in fulfilment
of the intermediate exchange criterion. Based on peak C, the
value of Rb is a factor 4 larger (T1bs1.6 ms is smaller) than
that for the T1-T2 correlation result where the T1 is circa
6.7 ms. Alternatively, for peak B, the measured and calcu-
lated T1 values of 47 and 1.6 ms, respectively, do not seem
consistent. However, one should recall that the T1 measure-
ments are on different samples. Finally, if the fit without
baseline is analysed according to the fast exchange limit,
then ks1/3 ms-1.
Probably, reality lies somewhere between the ‘‘interme-
diate’’ and ‘‘fast’’ regime and that an order of magnitude
estimate of the exchange rate is between 1/30 and 1/3 ms-1.
The analysis has been based on a premise of equal reservoir
volumes. Whilst this is an approximation, it is likely to be
reasonable at a nominal MC of 45% (Figure 2a). These
bounds on the exchange rate are relatively wide but consis-
tent with previous estimates. The evidence for exchange is
highly probable. To narrow this range further, data with a
substantially improved S/N ratio is needed. Moreover,
emphasis should be on short storage times and data should
be taken in short periods of real time so that the sample does
not dry significantly during data acquisition.
Conclusion
This work is the first systematic T1-T2 correlation study of
wood and presents the first T2-T2 exchange spectra for wood.
The first set of experiments has distinguished the three pri-
mary hydrogen reservoirs normally seen in 1H NMR studies
of wood: lumen water, cell walls and wood polymer. It has
unambiguously revealed that the cell wall reservoir divides
into two components with comparable T2 but different T1.
Although these components cannot yet be definitively
assigned to microscopic structures within cell walls, one
component has relaxation parameters consistent with mobile
water and possibly water in small voids, whereas the other
is more consistent with less mobile water that swells wood
polymers. There are clear differences in the uptake to these
reservoirs between heartwood and sapwood which can fur-
ther aid interpretation in the future. The second set of exper-
iments have identified water exchange between cell walls
and lumen in the sapwood samples above FSP with an
exchange rate of the order of 1/30 to 1/3 ms-1 at circa 45%
MC.
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